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The Kindle is the 8-track Tape Player of the eBook Age by Michael P. Pelikan — Our current way of moving e-content around is transitional, Michael says. We like to think we’re living in the Modern Age, but really we’re living in the Old Days!
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Cases of Note — Copyright..........................57
Delusion Doth Not An Infringement Make and I Know You’ve Got My Money. Give It To Me, by Bruce Strauch — Have you been to the movies lately?

Questions and Answers...............................58
Copyright Column by Laura Gasaway — Copyright of photos is just one of the issues discussed in this Against the Grain.

PUBLISHING

Biz of Acq..............................................59
RSS for Acq by Xan Arch — A sampling of tools and uses for RSS in Acquisitions is here!

From the University Presses.........................60
The Hidden Digital Revolution in Scholarly Publishing: POD, SRDP, the “Long Tail,” and Open Access by Sanford G. Thatcher — Digital printing has spawned a whole new way of thinking about publishing, which breaks down the “life cycle” of a book into discrete segments.

Random Ramblings................................64
“Petit pois” and Publication by Bob Holley — What do small green peas and scholarly communication/publication have in common?

Booklover..............................................65
Concepts of a Con, the Chase and Chaos by Donna Jacobs — This month Donna tries to “con” us through three books she just read.

BOOKSELLING

Bet You Missed It ..............................12
Press Clippings – In the News by Bruce Strauch — What do cocktails and literature have in common? Read it here.

Something to Think About......................56
Has Technology Changed You? by Mary (Tinker) Massey — Has technology made us more isolated?

Lost in Austin......................................72
You Are What You Read by Thomas W. Leonard — No one can be objective when it comes to reading books.

Issues in Vendor/Library Relations...........74
The Data Train: Can We Share the Track? by Robin Champieux — At the 2008 Charleston Conference, there was a lively lunch to discuss the Library of Congress’ call for increased collaboration among everyone involved in the process of creating, collecting, and maintaining bibliographic data.

International Dateline — Adventures In Publishing........................................78
by Rita Ricketts — This one tells the story of Blackwell’s beginnings in publishing.

International Dateline — American University in Cairo.................................81
New Campus, New Library by Matthew Ismail — The new Cairo campus is quite beautiful and interesting says Matthew, and he’s provided the photos to prove it.

International Conference — I Hear the Train A Comin’..................84
by Bob Holley — This issue’s about Second Life ...

Unconventional ...
Against the Grain is your key to the latest news about libraries, publishers, book jobbers, and subscription agents. ATG is a unique collection of reports on the issues, literature, and people that impact the world of books, journals, and electronic information.

Building Library Collections in the 21st Century............................66
The New Organization Librarian by Arlene Sievers-Hill — How will a new political organization, economic order, and financial catastrophes affect the university and public libraries?

@Brunning: People & Technology..............67
At the only Edge that Means Anything/How We Understand What We Do by Dennis Brunning — Dennis talks with Sue Polanka, super-blogger @ No Shelf Required.

And They Were There..............................69
Reports of Meetings – 14th National ACRL and 2008 Charleston Conference — In this issue Bob Holley has provided us with a report on the 14th National ACRL Conference and there’s more from Ramune Kubilius and her crack team of reporters on the 2008 Charleston Conference.

I Hear the Train A Comin’..................84
by Bob Holley — This issue’s about Second Life ...

Institutional Repositories: The Promises of Tomorrow by Greg Tananbaum — In this issue, Greg looks at the future of institutional repositories.
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